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between races on the South Side of
Chicago can be described by a term
that only now, decades after the
population movemenit reached its
fever pitch, cani be used without
evoking a torrent of fear, guilt, and
sadness: white flight. This demo-
graphic slhift left to black people vast
tracts of the citv-neighborhoods
later made known to the white main-
stream through the nightly news, to
the liberal white elite through social
science, arid to neither through
actual contact.

If there is a linchpin to the nar-
rative of modern urban segregation,
it must be education. Education, as
the nation eternally intonates in
unison, is a ticket out of the ghetto.
And yet underfunding and inisman-
agement of urban school systems
have become the clearest example of
institutional failure and inequality
in the United States. Ask Marshall
about deficiencies in the educational
experience and he'll launch into the
usual litany of woes: students can't
read well, can't write at all, can't
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think, and lack a host of fundamen-
tal skills. All of these are predictably
understood as problems, except for
one thing: he is not talking just about
the grade schools several blocks from
his studio which serve an impover-
ished black neighborhood-he's also
talking about undergraduate univer-
sities and graduate art education
and the privileged class of students
these program)s serve.

For Marshall, the integral conti-
nuity between the two worlds he
inhabits-art schools and iiner-city
environments-is that both suffer
from an absence of expected excel-
lence. 'I'hat this should be the case
wlven history abounds with exem-
plary models of behavior challenges
Marshall to formulate a practice
through which he can articulate a
politics of excellence.

In one of a set of murals done
for the hallvays of a middle school
in Chicago in 1994, his assertion of
excellence takes the straightforward
form of celebrating Frederick
Douglass as an exemplar of self-
educated black American power. As
someoie xwho literally had to beg,
borrow, and steal his education, and
then wielded it against the system
that would keep hins enslaved,
Douglass represents that combina-
tion of elements Marshall finds so
lacking in both academia andl the
social universe outside his stuclio:
a powerflH imagination wedded to
practical self-discipline. Moreover,
judging from our conversations,
Marshall's notion of excellence
consists fundamentally of a strong
work ethic. The high quality of an
artist's technical skills, understand-
ing art history, and critical thinking
will all follow his or her refusal to
cut corners.

As part of the "Mementos"
exhibit, the "We Mourn Our Loss"
paintings reacti an art world audi-
cnce different from neighborhood
middle-school students, but can be
interpreted similarly. Composed of
images of the moderni-day trinity of
Martin Luther King and the Kennedy
brothers in differing arrangements
against flat dark backgrounds along
with the solemn words "We Mourn
Our Loss," the series historicizes a
remembrance that has become so
important to the generation of black
Americans who lived through the
Civil Rights era as to have become
emblematic. Marshall, however,
recalls the three figures as symbols
not only of an idealism lost, but, just
as importantly, of an ability to niert
the challenges of circumstances, to

excel despite political obstacles and
personal flaws, and to inspire others
to commsit their own acts of greatless.

In an age in which the demonized
liberal and the ultra-cynical conser-
vative define the poles of the political
spectrum, Marshall's message takes
on added resonance and depth. He
insists that the impulse and ability
to change the world arises most
powerfully fromi a will to excellence.
Paradoxically, it may be the margin-
alized who are best positioned to
advance new standards of excellence,
since they have the most to gain in
a changed world.

Marshall's work speaks the lan-
guage of contemporary art confi-
dently, having lately moved into
video, sculpture, and installation.
It also amplifies two long-standing
black traditions. The first is politi-
cized self-reliance, the icons of which
range from Marcus Garvey to the
Black Panthers. Interestingly,
Marshall's unique contributrioii tou
this legacy is the generalized appli-
cation of a peculiarity belonging to
the art world: the anticipation of
critique. 'Teo give one case, in his
suite of five "Black Power" prints
from 1998 Marshall enlarges the
subject of critique to include the
strategic orientation of the Black
Power movement itself, and not
simply the objects that rmake up the
suite. Each piece bears a dated slogan
such as "Black is Beautiful" or
"By Any Means Necessary" simply
printed in block letters in quotation
marks but without other adornment,
thereby memorializinig a crucial
chapter of struggle without erasing
the movement's flaws. Just as artists
anticipate critical reception from
friendly audiences, these prints sug-
gest that partisans likewise ought to
interrogate the strategies of their own
political movements and histories,
and remove the blockages that pre-
vent self-critique. T5he strikingly
neutral presentation of such once-
incendiary expressions sufficiently
reopens critical reassessment of, for
example, the Black Paisther Party.
As he travels parallel socioeconomic
spheres both sufferiiig from normal-
ized underachievement, it is this
kind of ethic-an inidependence that
takes responsibility for its own self-
reflection and dispenses with blind
loyalties (whether political or aes-
thetic)-that Marshall sceks to instill
in young people.

The second black aesthetic tradi-
tion employed by Marshall is that of
the artistic imaginary: from SuII Ra
to DJ Spooky, black artists have

always used available linguistic and
teclsological tools to project into the
sci-fi future, to envision a chaisged
world. One of Marshall's currest
ventures fits right into this strain of
black culture. Fie's developing a
comic strip called Rythm Mastr, in
which his twin concerns of art his-
tory and urban black society continue
in a futuristic settling with the added
layer of narrative development over
tinse. As with his painting, in whicis
lie roasters the language of the can-
onized traditions in order to spotlight
the deficieiscies of those same tradi-
tions, Marshall begaii this enterprise
with his own learning process. A
dozen or tssore books about anima-
tion, cartoons, and comics sit near
his drawing tables and on his
shelves. After researching the med-
ium, Marshall put timse-tested comic
book devices such as the unlikely
superhero and the dramatic visual
sequence to work telling the story
of a crew of young black people
discovering superhuimaii powers in
a not-so-imaginary time of social
distress. The result is an apocalyptic
world filled with lots of fine and
popular art-historical refercnces and
a Isip-hop sensibility.

Rythrn Masir is the latest exam-
ple of Marshall's artistic and
educational philosophies in action:
he works to possess a knowledge of
art-historical precedent (in this case,
the popular art of cartooning), a
command of materials, and the
ability to gauge one against the
other in the course of producinig a
work of art. In combination, these
skills allow Marshall to rightfully
claim status as an agent of chaisge
within the field. This level of empow-
erment is aiso the goal he sets for
his students, amid a rsodel which
he hopes to present to those of his
inner-city neighborhood.

Already having had a limited rtn
in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette as an
extension of his conitribution to the
1999 Carnegie International, and
with future corsic-book installments
forthcoming, Rythm Mastr promises
to solidify the bridge betweeis
Marshall's worids in mass-media
form, and will undoubtedly question
the cstablished reach of the art world.
As always, for Marshall, the quality
of the product will determine the
potency of its questiomiilmg. NEW IAR
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